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Introduction

These notes are designed to pull together in one source the bulk of the

work on central place studies published since the Second Edition of Berry and

Pred (Central place studies . Regional Science Research Institute, 1965). A

few items published before 1965 and excluded from that source are included

here and a few items published in 1970 have also been included. As is usual

with such bibliographies, it would be foolish to claim 100% comprehensiveness

and apologies are extended to those authors under-represented, not represented

at all, or misrepresented in the annotations: presumably corrections and

additions can be made with time and experience.

The categorization follows broadly the simple and probably over-worked

paradigm of 'structure-process-change 1

. To these major divisions are added

categories describing the applications of studies to the analysis of planned

and planning systems and theoretical extensions. At the same time, the

question of scale has been only crudely recognized in differentiating studies

of inter-urban aspects from those of intra-urban significance. Hence, the

framework is basically conventional. To some extent at least, this derives

from the nature of research and published work since 1965: innovations and

breakthroughs are very much the exception and so scant as to shine forth like

beacons from the fog of repetition and inconsequence that unfortunately

characterize most of the research reported here.

The inadequacy of the structure-process-change model results from the

inherently artificial separation of the three aspects of the phenomena.
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This is probably universally accepted, along with an acceptance that the

interdependence of structure and process changes in some way at different

scales of analysis. A major contribution of Harvey's recent work

(Explanation in geography , London, Arnold, 1969) is in his insistence on the

necessity for geographers to come to terms with 'non-geographical' research

and methodology in order to understand the processes which shape, and are

shaped by, what we loosely term 'spatial structure'. Without the flexibility

of a controlled laboratory environment, social geography can only be an

inferential science and progress in that direction is inexorably linked to

the development of the other social sciences. Ideally therefore, a

characterization of research/knowledge of tertiary activity systems will be

first and foremost describable along the two continua of scales in the space

and time dimensions. However, the student and research worker faces enormous

tasks in getting to grips with the literature: whatever his frame of

reference, it is hoped that the categorization suggested here and the various

working notes accompanying the entries will provide some indication of where

to begin in his attempt to 'see the wood for the trees'.

The bibliography which follows was prepared with John Carney (University

of Cambridge) and Isobel Thubron (University of Oxford). Items follow

alphabetically and are categorized at the end. These notes appeared

previously as Discussion Paper No. 8 of the Department of Geography,

University of Toronto, (August 1970). They represent a revised version of

Working Note 5 of the author's doctoral dissertation (Consumer Behaviour and

the Tertiary Activity System , unpub. D.Phil., University of Sussex, 1970).

Grateful acknowledgement for financial support is extended to the Soddy Trust

and the School of Social Studies, University of Sussex.
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Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall.
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Assessment of the urban hierarchy in England and Wales using central
area data from the Census of Distribution. Indices used to differentiate
rank are based on amount and type of trade, estimated net attraction
beyond administrative area and provision of selected shopping facilities.

Two ranked orders are determined below London.

CARTER, H., (1968). "Urban systems and town morphology", in CARTER, H.,

et. al., (eds.) Geography at Aberystwyth , 219-234.

CARTER, H., and M. DAVTES, (1963). "The hierarchy of urban fields in
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CHRISTALLER, W., (1964). "Some considerations of tourism location in Europe:

...", Papers and Proceedings, Regional Science Association , 12, 95-105.

Development of a theory of the periphery" for tourism activities in
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CHRISTALLER, W., (1965). "The advantages of a space-economical theory for

the practice of regional planning", Ekistics, 20(119), 223-227.

A summary restatement of the original model in terms of its applicability

in approaching particular planning goals.

CHRISTALLER, W.
, (1966). "Applied geography - spatial models", Nurnberger

Wirtschafts und Sozial geographische Arbuten , 5, 35-38.

The place of the central place model in "action-orientated" research,

e.g., reorganization of Swedish parishes, settlement plans on the

Noordest polder and new settlement patterns in Iraq.

CLARK, W., (1967). "The spatial structure of retail functions in a New
Zealand city", New Zealand Geographer , 23(1), 23-33.

Identification of service centre hierarchy in Christchurch and

comparisions with Berry's study of Spokane.

CLARK, W., (1968). "Consumer travel patterns and the concept of range",

Annals, Association of American Geographers , 58, 386-396.

CLARK, B. and L. BOLWELL, (1968). "Attractiveness as part of retail

potential models", Journal, Town Planning Institute , 54(10), 477-478.

CLAWSON, M. , (1966). "Factors and forces affecting the optimum rural

settlement pattern in the United States", Economic Geography 42, (4),

283-293.

A discussion of many factors involved in the delimitation of a pattern

of rural settlement, maximising satisfaction at lowest cost. A cost

benefit approach is suggested to select the optimal pattern.

COHEN, S. B. and G. K. LEWIS, (1967). "Form and functioning in the geography

of retailing", Economic Geography , 43(1), 1-42.

Effects of changing form of service centres on functioning and trip

patterns. Empirical studies of Boston and Detroit.

COLE, H. R., (1966). "Shopping assessments at Haydock and elsewhere: a

review", Urban Studies . 3(2), 193-204.

CORDEY, HAYES M., (1963). Retail location models , Centre for Environmental

Studies -Working Paper, 16.
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CURDES, G., (1967). "On a method for analysing retail centrality and

efficienty in town and regional planning', in Heinemijer, W. L., et. al.

Urban Core and Inner City , 423-438.

CURRY, L., (1964). "The random spatial economy: an exploration in

settlement theory", Annals, Association of American Geographers , 54,

138-146.

CURRY, L., (1967). "Central places in the random spatial economy",

Journal of Regional Science , 7(2), supplement, 217-238.

An attempt to come to grips with spatial autocorrelation in consumer

behaviour partly through information theory. The analysis of processes

operating in spatial series is explored through the notion of "local

isotropy" by analogies with the behaviour of variables in time series.

It is thus suggested that spatial behaviour is ergodic by nature, and

if stationarity is assumed for the processes under examination,

behaviour at a point through time should be analagous to behaviour at

many points at an instant in time.

CURRY, L., (1969). "A 'Classical' approach to central place dynamics",

Geographical Analysis , 3, 1, 272 et seq.

DACEY, M. F., (1964a). "A family of density functions for Losch's

measurements on town distribution", Professional Geographer , 10(1), 5-7.

DACEY, M. F., (1964b). "Modified Foisson probability law for point pattern

more regular than random", Annals, Association of American Geographers ,

54(4), 559-565.

Derivation of a probability distribution to agree more closely with the

Christaller landscape and isotropic assumption. The process is hence

assumed to be 'dispersive' (as in Dacey, 1966a) and is not applicable

for situations portraying contagious distribution processes, e.g.

metropolitan sprawl.

DACEY, M. F., (1964c). "Two dimensional point patterns: a review and

interpretation", Papers and Proceedings, Regional Science Association ,

13, 41-54.

Derivation of distances to jth nearest neighbour in a generated Poisson

point field as a chi-square variable with 2j degrees of freedom (see

also, Kendall, M. G. and Moran, P. A. P., Geometrical Probability , N.Y.

Hafner, 1963, pp. 37-38). Density of points per unit area, \ > is

held constant and the random point pattern is hence termed 'homogenous'.

Part II provides tabulations of central moments, measures of skewness
and kurtosis for distance from an arbitrary locus to jth nearest point
and n nearest points. Tabulated values for j, n = 1(1)25(5)50(10)100.
Part III identifies limiting properties and the asymptotic relationship
between the discrete ('homogeneous') random point pattern and the

continuous uniform distribution.
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DACEY, M. F., (1964 i). "A note on some number properties of a hexagonal

hierarchical plane lattice ::

, Journal or Regional Science , 5(2), 63-67.

The Christaller/Lbsch central place point patterns are formulated in

terms of vector geometry as illustrated by extensions of the work of

Dirichlet (1850): related to Lbsch (1954), fig. 33, p. 128.

DACEY, M. F., (1965a). "An interesting number property in central place

theory", Professional Geographer , 17, 32-33.

DACEY, M. F., (1965b). "The geometry of central place theory", Geografiska

Annaler , 47B, (2), 111-124.

The relationship between central place and market area is identical to

that of a lattice point at the centre of a Dirichlet polygon, and

Lbsch 's problem of maximizing demand in a purely competitive spatial

system in equilibrium is analogous to the geometrical problem of finding

'the tesselations of Dirichlet regions with maximum packing density".

DACEY, M. F., (1965c). "Order distance in an inhomogeneous random point

pattern", Canadian Geographer , 9(3), 144-153.

Complement to Dacey (1964c). ' Inhomogeneity' in the random point

pattern is derived by drawing the density parameter, X , from a gamma

distribution: in the 'homogeneous' case,X is constant. The resulting

compound probability distribution of points is given as the Polya-

Eggenberger distribution. Greater variance of distance is found in the

inhomogeneous pattern than in the homogeneous pattern with the same jth-

order neighbour distance.

DACEY, M. F., (1965d). "Measures of distance from a randomly located point

to neighbouring lattice points for rectangular and hexagonal point

lattices", Research Report No. 15, Department of Geography, North-

western University, Evanston, Illinois.

DACEY, M. F., (1965e). "Numerical measures of random sets", Research Report

No. 16, Department of Geography, Northwestern University, Evanston,

Illinois.

Tabulation of moments, moment constants and cumulative distribution

functions for distances between two points randomly and independently

placed in a line segment, disk sphere and rectangle. Discussion of

boundary problems and the use of a toroidal mapping of the point set

to overcome these.

DACEY, M. F., (1965f). "Four properties of two-dimensional random point

patterns", Research Report No. 17, Department of Geography, Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois.

DACEY, M. F., (1966a). "A compound probability law for a pattern more

dispersed than random and with areal inhomogeneity", Economic Geography,

42, 172-179.

An attempt to generate a central place point probability distribution

for the inhomogeneous surface, using the model developed in Dacey,

1965c.
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DACEY, M. F., (1966b). "Population of places in a central place hierarchy",

Journal of Regional Science , 6(2), 27-33.

The frequency distribution of city population sizes based on basic-

service employment ratios is compared to the Beckmann formulation
(based on trade area population). The two are similar for a single

case only and as a result Dacey questions the link between central
place theory and the rank size rule using his derivation.

DACEY, M. F., (1966c). "A probability model for central place locations",

Annals, Association of American Geographers , 56(3), 550-568.

Observed central place point locations are seen as the combination of a

uniform hexagonal pattern and a random displacement vector over distance

and direction. Monte Carlo simulation of the stochastic model
incorporating these elements provides a reasonable fit of the distance

relation of urban places in Iowa transformed by a toroidal mapping.

(See Dacey, 1965e).

DACEY, M. F., (1966d). "A county-set model for the areal pattern of an urban

system", Geographical Review , 56(4), 527-542.

Formulation of a stochastic process locating urban places amongst

counties, tested in Iowa. Urban places are county seats (0 or 1 per

county) and other central places, together located independently between

counties. There is a reasonably good fit between the observed

distribution and the generated distribution of urban places. More

importantly, the model does not originate from classic central place

theory notions of range of a good and threshold, but is nevertheless

compatible with the traditional theory in that it is concerned with

space packing and space relationships between central places.

DACEY, M. F., (1967). ;; Some properties of order distance for random point

distributions", Geografiska Annaler , Series B, 49, 25-32.

DACEY, M. F., (1968a). "A probability model for objects that occur as

isolates and in groups of fixed size", Research Report No. 44,

Department of Geography, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

Generalization of the 'county seat model' (Dacey 1966d). Applications

to models of urban retail and service activity structure are discussed.

DACEY, M. F., (1968b). "Functions of geographic analysis: I Inhomogeneous

random point pattern with continuous variation in point density",
Research Report No. 47, Department of Geography, Northwestern University,

Evanston, Illinois.

Both a summary and extension of previous work on the 'inhomogeneous'

random point pattern (Dacey 1956c, 1966a), in which a variety of

probability density functions describing variations in the parameter of

point density are discussed. The previous treatment took variation in

point density as a gamma function.
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DACEY, M. F., (1968c). "An empirical study of the areal distribution of

houses in Puerto Rico", Transactions. Institute of British Geographers ,

45, 51-69.

Quadrat counts of houses in selected rural areas of Puerto Rico are

described adequately by a negative binomial distribution. Of the

several known generating models for the class of distributions, none

are considered appropriate for studying rural settlement patterns,

since a lack of statistical independence in the spatial pattern is

revealed by the non-linear relationship between the parameters of the

negative binomial model. Some suggestions for a possible alternative

model to absorb the features of spatial interdependence are discussed.

DACEY, M. F., (1968d). ,: A model for the areal distribution of population

in a city with multiple population centres", Tijdschrift voor

Economische en Sociale Geographie , 59, 232-236.

The areal distribution of urban population around two centres is derived

and generalized for multiple population centres, where population classes

have a circular normal distribution about each centre (see Dacey 1969a).

DACEY, M. F., (1968e). ,:A confluent hype rgeome trie family of discrete

probability distributions", Research Report No. 51, Department of

Geography, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

DACEY, M. F., (1969a). "Some spacing measures of areal point distributions

having the circular normal form", Geographical Analysis , 1(1), 15-30.

DACEY, M. F., (1969b). "Similarities in the areal distribution of houses in

Japan and Puerto Rico", Area , 1(3), 35-57.

Comparision of the quadrat counts of houses in the Tonami Plain area and

the Puerto Rican study (Dacey 1968c) reveals good and similar fits by

the negative binomial probability law.

DACEY, M. F., (1969c). "Some properties of a cluster point process",

Canadian Geographer , 13(2), 128-140.

DACEY, M. F., (1969d). "A hypergeometric family of discrete probability
distributions: properties and applications to location models ,

Geographical Analysis , 1(3), 283-317.

Part I describes the properties of a set of hypergeometric discrete

probability distributions, together with more familiar special and

limiting forms (Table 2). Part II develops a location model summarized

by a three parameter Polya-Eggenberger distribution (see also Dacey 1965c)

DACEY, M. F., (1969e). "Proportion of reflexive nth order neighbours in

spatial distribution", Geographical Analysis , 1(4), 385-388.

A correction to the derivation by Clark of the proportion of reflexive

nth order neighbours in a random point distribution (Science , 123, 1956,

373-374).
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DACEY, M. F., (1970a). "Data for geographic analysis: I cell counts of

Puerto Rican settlement patterns", Research Report No. 54, Department of

Geography, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

Incidence matrices of numbers of houses per cell used in Dacey, 1963c,

1969b. Twenty-one matrices of 23 x 24 cells.

DACEY, M. F., (1970b). "Some properties of the superposition of a point

lattice and a Poisson point process", Research Report No. 55, Department

of Geography, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

An examination of the entropy analogue for settlement point pattern

analysis (Medvedkov, 1967a, 1967b). Dacey 's argument suggests that

Medvedkov's analysis is of limited application and in fact required

the pre-identification of points in the uniform distribution and for

cells to be centres on these points, before the Poisson point pattern
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d) links to psycho-social studies

I. STUDIES OF THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF TERTIARY ACTIVITY SYSTEMS

a) inter-urban tertiary activity systems

Abiodun (1967, 1968); Ahmad (1965, 1967a, b); Andrews (1970); Barnum (1966);

Berry (1966, 1967a); Birch (1967); Bobek (1967); Boudeville (1963); Brunn

(1967); Bylund (1965); Carruthers (1967a, b); Carter (1968); Carter and

Davies (1963); Chaterjee (1965); Christaller (1964); Clark (1967); Clawson

(1966); Daly and Brown (1965); Davies, R. J. (1967); Davies, R. L. (1969b);

Davies, W. K. (1965, 1967, 1968); Davies and Robinson (1967); Dutt (1963);
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Forbes (1967); Forest (1968); Friedmann and Miller (1965); Fullerton (1963);

Garner (1967); Grunewald (1966); Haggett (1968); Hammatami (1969); Hammond

(1964); Hart and Salisbury (1965); Hattori (1969); Heller (1969); Hodder

(1965a, b); Hodge (1967); Illeris et al. (1966); Johnson (1966a); Kenyon (1967);

King (1966, 1967); Kuresny (1966); Linsky (1965); Lomas (1964); Manchester

University (1964); Mark and Schwi ran (1967); Marshall (1969); Mayfield (1967);

Mclntire (1967); O'Farrell (1968); Olsson (1964); Palomaki (1965); Parr

(1969); Pocock (1966); Ray and Murdie (1968); Rosing (1966); Russworm (1966);

Saxena (1967); Scott (1964); Singh K. M. (1966); Singh K. (1968); Smailes

(1969); Smith J. (1965); Smith R.D.P. (1968); Sternstein (1966);

Stiglbauer (1966); Suento (1965); Tarrant (1967a); Thorpe (1958); Vuoristo

(1967); Webb (1959); Whebell (1969); Weigand (1966a, b) ; Zaidi (1968).

b) intra-urban tertiary activity systems

Ambrose (1968); Ameen and Erlandsson (1968); Andrews (1970); Applebaum (1966);

Bengtsson (1964); Blount (1964); Boal and Johnson (1965a); Bowlby (1969);

Boyce and Clark (1963); Buissinck (1967); Carol (1969); Carruthers (1962);

Cohen and Lewis (1967); Davies R. L. (1969a); Davies and Briggs (1967);

Davies, Giggs and Herbert (1968); Dommer and Cundiff (1967); Dutt (1966,

1969); Friedly (1965); Garner (1967, 1968); Goddard (1970); Gruen and Gruen

(1967); Hayes and Schull (1965); Horton (1968); Johnston (1966c); Johnston

and Rimmer (1967a); Jones (1967); Laulajainen (1968); McEvoy (1968); Nystuen

(1967); Parker (1962); Pocock (1968); Rogers (1968); Schull and Hayes (1965);

Simmons (1966); Thompson (1966); Thorpe (1967); Thorpe and Rhodes (1966).

II. STUDIES OF SPATIAL INTERACTION AND BEHAVIOUR IN TERTIARY ACTIVITY

SYSTEMS

a) inter-urban activity systems

Andrews (1970); Berry (1966); Brush and Gauthier (1968); Clark (1968);

Clarke and Bolwell (1968); Daly and Brown (1965); Davies and Robinson (1968);

Dorman (1967); Folke (1967); Golledge, Rushton and Clark (1966); .
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Greer-Wootten (1968); Hautamaki (1968); Heller (1969); Hoover (1969); Illeris

and Pedersen (1968); Janelle (1969); Johns son (1968); Johnston (1966b, 1968);

Kar (1963); King, Cassetti and Jeffrey (1969); Kissling (1969); Lachene (1965);

Macka (1967); Manchester University (1964); Marshall (1969); Murdie (1965);

O'Farrell (1965); Ray (1967); Reynolds (1966, 1969a); Rushton, Golledge and

Clark (1967): Suento (1965); Thompson (1966); Thorpe and Nader (1967);

Tornqvist (1968); Woolmington (1968).

b) intra-urban tertiary activity system

Alcaly (1967); Ambrose (1968); Andrews (1970); Baker (1969); Blount (1964);

Boyce (1965); Bucklin (1966, 1967); Davies, R. L. (1968, 1969b); Eilon et al.

(1969); Eliot Hurst (1969); Eliot Hurst and Sellers (1969); Farley and Ring

(1966); Feldman (1966); Goddard (1970); Hanson and Marble (1969); Hess (1966);

Horton (1968); Huff (1966); Huff and Jenks (1968); Johnston and Rimmer (1967b)

Marble (1964, 1967); Marble and Bowlby (1968); Moore (1966); Nader (1969);

Nystuen (1967); Pocock (1968); Pryor (1968); Schull and Hayes (1965);

Simmons (1968); Sparico (1966); Stone (1963); Thompson (1966); Yuill (1967).

III. STUDIES OF SYSTEM CHANGE

a) inter-urban

Brunn (1967); Curry (1969); Daly and Brown (1965); Fugitt (1965); Hart and

Salisbury (1965); Harvey (1967); Hill (1967, 1969); Hodge (1966, 1967);

Hudson (1967b, 1969a); Janelle (1969); Johnston (1968); Marshall (1969);

Mark and Schwiran (1967): Medvedkov (1968); Roder (1969); Scott (1968);

Singh S. M. (1965); Smith J (1965); Smith R.D.F. (1968); Stiglbauer (1966);

Teitz (1968a); Thomas (1967b).

b) intra-urban

Ball (1966); Bengtsson (1967); Bowlby (1967); Cohen and Lewis (1967); Davies

and Briggs (1967); Forbes (1967); Forest (1963); Rhodes and Whitaker (1967a, b)-

Russworm (1964); Simmons (1966); Tietz (1965).
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IV. APPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING AND PLANNED SYSTEMS

a) mainly inter-urban

Berezowski (1967); Boal and Johnson (1965); Bobek (1967); Boudeville (1965);

Christaller (1965, 1966); Cole (1966); Curdes (1967); Davies and Robinson

(1968); Haggett and Gunawardena (1964); Hodge (1967, 1968); Huff (1966);

Huff and Blue (1966); King, Cassetti and Jeffrey (1969); Lakshmanan and

Hanson (1965); Lomas (1964); Macka (1967); Manchester University (1964);

Mycielski and Trzeciakowski (1963); Stiglbauer (1966); Stuan (1967);

Uladimirov et al. (1967).

b) mainly intra-urban

Andrews (1967); Applebaum (1966); Berry (1966a); Carol (1969); Cordey Hayes

(1968); Horton (1967); Medvedkov (1967c); Rhodes and Whitaker (1967a, b).

V. THEORETICAL EXTENSIONS

a) formalization of spatial organization and spatial relations

Berry (1968a, b) ; Bunge (1966); Dacey (1964c, d, 1965a, b) ; Dacey and Sen

(1968); Gambini et al. (1968); Hudson (1967a, 1969b); Medvedkov (1968);

Papageorgiou (1969); Rydell (1967); Sweet (1964); Waldenberg (1968).

b) probabilistic bases for spatial organization and spatial relation'

i) probabilistic interpretations of spatial structure

Curry (1964, 1966, 1967, 1969); Dacey, ( 1964a ,b,c, 1965c, d,e,f, 1966a, b,c,d,

1967, 1968a, b,c,d,e, 1969a, b, c ,d,e, 1970a, b) ; Getis (1967); Greer-Wootten

(1968); Harvey (1967); Hudson (1967b, 1969a); Medvedkov (1967a, b); Olsson

(1965a, b, 1966); Parr (1969b); Rogers (1965); Thomas (1967a); Tiedmann (1968).

ii) probabilistic interpretations of spatial interaction

Curry (1967, 1969); Gambini et al. (1968); Greer-Wootten (1968); Harris (1964,

1968a, b, 1969a); Harvey (1968); Hudson (1969c); Marble (1967); Olsson (1966);

Wilson (1967 , 1969).

c) links to spatial economic theory

Blackburn (1969); von Boventer (1963, 1966, 1969); Christaller (1964);
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Gannon (1969); Harvey (1969); Lachene (1965); Niedercorn and Bechdolt (1969);

Ruston (1969a); Sweet (1964); Teitz (1968a, b); Tornqvist (1968); Webber (1969)

d) links to psycho-social studies

Ajo (1969); Andrews (1970); Golledge and Brown (1967); Gruen and Gruen

(1967); Harvey (1969); Olsson (1969a, b) ; Rushton (1966, 1969a, b).
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